Abstract
Introduction
Image differencing is a popular method for change detection. It only requires calculating the absolute difference between the corresponding pixels in two images, and large absolute difference indicates locations of that change. Common applications of image differencing include object tracking, intruder surveillance systems and vehicle surveillance systems. There are also many examples of its use for analyzing satellite images to measure land erosion, deforestation, Urban growth, crop development and also for analyzing medical images to measure cell distribution.
Literature Review
Computer vision systems with detection tasks usually include a module aiming at detecting relevant changes in the guarded environments [1] [2] [3] [4] . If the output of such modules is further processed by a classifier [2] , change detection operation must be as accurate as possible, in order to minimize classification errors. Change detection (CD) techniques presented in the literature can be divided in two classes: pixel-based and region-based algorithms [5] . Pixel-based algorithms compute the output by analyzing the values assumed by corresponding pixels in the two analyzed images; region-based algorithms compare features extracted from corresponding regions in the two images. Pixel based methods, (e.g. CD based on binary difference) present the advantage of the simplicity that makes possible real-time applications, whereas region based techniques (e.g. CD based on the illumination model [6] ) provide results more robust to false alarms, which is introduced by noise. A further class of CD algorithms detects changed regions by means of edge comparisons [7] . These methods are quite expensive from the computational point of view and therefore they are not indicated for applications having strict temporal requirements.
Each CD technique is characterized by the metric introduced in order to quantify the difference between pixels or regions, and by a threshold value to decide whether the analyzed pixel or region is changed with respect to the reference image. The threshold setting is a crucial step because different threshold values provide extremely different results. It would be desirable that CD algorithms presented the advantages of both pixel and region based techniques. This goal has been achieved by considering binary Morphological filters applied to the output of binary difference of CD systems [7] [8].
Proposed Change Detection Algorithm
Step 1: Convert RGB image to Gray Scale Image
Step 2: Determine Dynamic Threshold 
RGB to Gray Image
RGB image can be converted to Gray image by taking some necessary steps. First, we have to convert a byte array of rgb image to a variable (It's class type is Image) using create Image method. Second, we have to convert this variable of type of Image class to integer array of rgb using getRGB method. Third, we can get the value of red, green, blue from integer array of rgb using right shift (>>) and (&) operator.
Dynamic Threshold
The choice of the threshold th is a critical step. If th is too low, an excess of pixels is detected as changes which causes false alarms, but if th is too high, pixels belonging to intruded object could be lost. The threshold value th will be determined dynamically for better performance. This threshold value will be called as pixel threshold value. We have to take more than one snapshot of image with small interval and at least three images are recommended. The proposed dynamic threshold determination technique has shown in Fig. 1 . The value of th may be started from 1, but analyzing 20 samples, we have found that the value of the global threshold is at least 5. So, to avoid re-computation, we start the threshold from 5. Consider Image A, Image B and Image C are three consecutive snapshots of any object or scene ( Fig. 2(a) , 2(b) and 2(c) respectively). Since we know that those images are equivalent i.e. there is no new object. We can get a value of th for which all pixels of the output image are same obtained by the absolute difference of two images. So we should choose the highest value for th (i.e. th=7). Because we have to determine such threshold value for which the absolute difference of similar or unchanged images are zero. Light intensity may be differed in different environment. Flashlight is non-uniform at the center of the image because of the reflection, which must have impact in threshold (th) determination.
Morphological Change Detection
This section shows briefly the main characteristics of conventional CD algorithms based on mathematical morphology (MM). Comparing a reference image usually performs CD, representing the guarded environment, to the image of the current situation [1] [2]. This comparison makes possible the detection of changes in the guarded environment, and it is based on the pixel-to-pixel binarized difference between the two images. Let B ={B(i) | i = 1... N} the background image, composed by N pixels, and {I i i N} Itk = tk ( ) | = 1 ... the current analyzed frame ( tk is the instant in which the current image has been acquired), for each pixel i the result of the binarized difference is obtained by setting to the value '1' the output if the difference is greater than a value th. The threshold th indicates the minimal illumination difference to consider two pixels ; in the ideal case, this distance is equal to one gray level, but due to the noise introduced by the acquisition device, the operation is more robust by setting a higher threshold. When the processed images assumes vectorial values, for instance they presents R, G, and B color components, then the operation is applied to each image channel, and the binary result is obtained by performing a logical OR among the results obtained from each channel The architecture of the change detection system using dynamic threshold has shown in Fig. 3 In order to make change detection more stable with respect to the threshold choice, morphological postprocessing steps are introduced [1] [2][3] [4] . Usually, in video surveillance systems, binary openings [7] or binary statistical openings are applied. Opening is an operator obtained by combining the two basic morphological operations: erosion, applied for eliminating isolated noisy pixels, and then the dilation, applied for recovering interesting data filtered out by the erosion and recompose split regions. The flashlight has been removed during dilation and erosion.
3.3.1: Dilation
Dilation of the object A by the structuring element B is given by A Error! Bookmark not defined. ⊕ B = {X: B X  A ≠ φ } The result is a new set made up of all points generated by obtaining the reflection of B about its origin and then shifting this reflection by x. Consider the example where A is a rectangle and B is a disc on the origin. (Note that if B is not center on the origin we will get a translation of the object as well.) Since B is symmetric, Figure 4 : A is dilated by the structuring element B This definition becomes very intuitive when the structuring element B is viewed as a convolution mask.
Erosion
Erosion of the object A by a structuring element B is given by Morphological Change Detection, Erosion & Dilation Blob calculation 
Blob Calculation
The new image that keeps an image of difference that is processed to catch a change of an entire body rather than individual minor pixels. This process of the change detection algorithm is called Blob Calculation. Blob calculation is calculates the entire body of white blob size. This calculation is done by finding the radius of a blob. The radius of blob is compared with another threshold value that is called blob threshold. This value is determined according to what sensitivity do you want to achieve on the change detection system.
Here we use user define sensitivity, which passes as an argument to the blob calculation algorithm [4] .
Results
The output for statistical soft dilation is given by [9] 
Where the neighborhood sets is a parameter of the probability distribution introduced for statistically extending soft morphology morphological operators. Details on the method can be found in [9] . Experiments are done by using the equation (1).
The following experiment have been carried out considering Fig. 3(a) and Fig.3 (b) as input of CD operations:
Exp1. Binary differences followed by morphological opening with square 5x5 structuring element; Exp2. Binary differences followed by 2 statistical openings (5x5 square SE, beta scheduling such that β ν+1 = 4β ν and β 0 = 0.002); Exp3. Proposed method 2 (architecture shown in Fig.4 ): simple difference followed by 2 SSM openings (5x5 square SE, 3x3 square hard SE, r=8, beta scheduling such that β ν+1 = 4β ν and β 0 = 0.002) and binarization as last operation [12] . Different existing change detection algorithms with the proposed dynamic thresholding technique have been experimented by using the architecture shown in figure  3 . Table I shows the detection probability obtained by considering three change detection algorithms used in experiments Exp 1-3, applied with binarization threshold and proposed dynamic threshold. We found higher detection probability using dynamic thresholds.
Dynamic Threshold for Morphological Change Detection Algorithm A.N.M. Rezaul Karim, M. G. R Alam Table II shows the misdetection probability obtained by considering three change detection algorithms used in experiments Exp 1-3, applied with binarization threshold and proposed dynamic threshold. We found lower detection probability using dynamic thresholds 
Conclusion
The existing change detection algorithms [9] [12] uses static threshold. But in the proposed algorithm we have shown the method of calculating dynamic threshold. By using the dynamic threshold we can easily detect the changes in RGB image even in the different light intensity. So the proposed algorithm is more efficient, self-adjustable and reliable than the existing one. Dynamic Threshold algorithm can be used in different applications of image differencing including object tracking, intruder surveillance systems, and vehicle surveillance systems.
Future plan
Efficient blob calculation algorithm with illumination change compensation technique may increase the performance of object detection capability especially in unusual weather condition. Improved image filtering techniques may be used to reduce noises from original image.
